
The Timely Departure of AZPOA from AZCOPS

Fellow Officers: As many of you are aware, your AZPOA executive Board voted unanimously, on 
March 28th, to separate our affiliation with the Arizona Conference of Police and Sheriffs (AZCOPS). 
Your Board, per the powers outlined in the AZPOA By-laws, acted swiftly and in the best interest of 
our members. This was paramount due to the near $30K AZCOPS would collect in April, without this 
decisive action. It was the fiduciary responsibility of the AZPOA board to disassociate with the suspect 
financial practices perpetrated by the AZCOPS leadership. Prior to the separation vote several of the 
largest groups in AZCOPS were "stonewalled" and attacked professionally when questions were raised 
as to administrative expenditures incurred by the AZCOPS executive Board. Included in the questions 
by your president as well as several other major association representatives was the personal use of the 
AZCOPS  vehicle,  junkets  portrayed  as  conferences  (without  report-outs),  salaries  and  raises  of 
employees at the AZCOPS Tucson office , the salaried web master from Austin Texas and questions 
about exorbitant and unnecessary office space in Tucson and Phoenix. The AZCOPS organization has 
since  tried  to  infiltrate  our  membership  and  continues  to  send  our  members  unsolicited  bulletins 
proclaiming the transparency of their expenditures over the last 18 months as well as impugning the 
executives of your association. This is an obvious attempt to disrupt the operations of our organization. 
AZPOA is not the first group to separate from AZCOPS and will not be the last. In March of 2011, 
4200 DOC members  left  AZCOPS with  the  blessing  of  the  National  Union,  CWA. This  was the 
beginning of the AZCOPS financial  crisis. Without the "cover" provided by nearly ¾  of a million 
dollars yearly by these DOC members, the mismanagement of the AZCOPS funds had been exposed. 
Since  then  AZCOPS has operated  at  a  deficit  of  approximately  $350K annually,  but  nevertheless 
continued to spend our membership funds unabated; that is until the larger groups questioned these 
practices and asked for accountability. The March 24th meeting, and specific agenda, had been agreed to 
and a mutual strategy was planned to restructure the board and revive the integrity of AZCOPS. This 
effort was sabotaged with premeditation and the new president of AZCOPS allowed chaos to rule the 
day and a number of Associations walked out while false accusations about the AZCOPS lawyer , by 
former and terminated members, were allowed to consume the meeting.

 As the result of the aforementioned degradation of the AZCOPS structure, the largest member groups 
of AZCOPS met and resolved to create a participative and transparent group. The Combined Law 
Enforcement  Associations  of  Arizona  (CLEAA)  has  now  become  the  parent  group  of  AZPOA. 
Significant to CLEAA is the continuation of the seamless legal and legislative representation which has 
fueled the success of AZPOA over the past 15 years. This was made possible as the result of both the 
Legal Plan Administrator and the Legislative director joining CLEAA . This is not the case with the 
former AZCOPS group.

Since the timely departure of AZPOA from AZCOPS, the membership of the Pima Sheriffs association, 
the  Pima  Commander's  Association,  the  Pima  Probation  officers  association  (approximately  670 
members), with resounding member approval, have joined our ranks. Next week , the 800 + Tucson 
Police  Officers  Association,  along  with  their  Commander's  Association  is  also  expected  to  leave 
AZCOPS.  AZCOPS is  in  turmoil  and  is  trying  its  best  to  retaliate  against  our  15  year  AZPOA 
organization. It is not because they have ever stood and directly represented the needs of probation 
officers, it is because they need your money . These are the same dues that your AZPOA executive 
board has used to provide you: firearms, 20 year retirement, disability , pay increases, due process, 
college scholarship opportunities for member children, equipment insurance AND "standing" with both 
the Administrative Office of the Court and the Legislature. As mentioned in previous bulletins, the 
AZPOA board will conduct a membership meeting to discuss ALL of the above. Please be patient and 
believe that our past performance is a good indicator of future benefits for our members. Once a site 
has been established, a bulletin will announce the Membership meeting in May.

For the Board 
Lu Ebratt, President AZPOA


